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Imagine a single mother who grew up in generational poverty. The community saw her
as hopeless. Sadly, she saw the same. She was addicted to drugs and separated from her
son and two daughters. Despite these challenges, she came to Fountain of Youth for a
better way to live. She did not only want to exist. The Fountain of Youth provided the
emotional support that she needed. She spent many hours doing personal and
professional development. Her consistent effort opened up a job opportunity at an
accounting firm. She also regained custody of her daughters, has been clean from drug
use since the start of her Partners in Change participation, and found a new apartment .
She even had help from Fountain of Youth supporters to furnish it. This is a testament to
the outreach and resources the Fountain of Youth provides for people in Dubuque. She is
now mentored by a city council woman and finds hope in her growth.
Our mission is to change the mindsets that contribute to generational poverty. We
model the behavior participants need to learn. We are the community that shows
participants they are not alone. We connect participants to the network of resources
they cannot usually access. We are the support system participants may not have at
home. We are the community for people who want to change. Our goal is to give EVERY
person a real chance when they are ready. For many of our participants, it is the first
actual chance they have ever had. We judge our impact on the success of our
participants. In everything we do we show that today’s change creates a successful
tomorrow.
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Partners in Change is the
Fountain of Youth's core
program, featuring a three
phase process lasting 60
days for each phase.
Willing participants
commit to one-on-one
weekly meetings. For
many, the program is a
long and difficult process,
but our evidenced-based
timing toward the lasting
mindset change we wish to
create is essential.
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No two journeys are alike,
which is why our program
is developed to custom fit a
participant's current issue
by setting SMART goals.
This year has brought
great challenges to
everyone, but no greater
group of people has faced
more difficult hardships
than those who are
experiencing poverty.

However, the Fountain of
Youth Program is firm in
a foundational value that
does not accept excuses.
Maintaining this principle
has been a key approach
as our participants
adapted to the struggle.
The Fountain of Youth
Program has continued
this mindset in our
organizational growth
throughout the
year as well.
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Offering a hand up,

NOT a hand out
to the
Dubuque
Community
since 2016.

FOUR STORIES
FROM OUR
PARTICIPANTS
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THE ONLY THING YOU NEED TO
GET STARTED IS A
COMMITTMENT TO CHANGE.
1
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GIVING SEASON
KWIK CARE

Interiors by Design
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NEW PROGRAMMING

EACH COURSE INCLUDES
60 days of development
1 hour a week commitment
a changed mindset
8-10 People per month
completing the program

career
assessment

LMI

soft
skills

emotional
intelligence

We are firm in our foundational value and we do
not accept excuses. We give a hand up rather than a
hand out to create lasting change. Each week
participants voluntarily come in to develop the
mindset and skills needed to not only get a job but
turn that job into a life-long career. They learn
skills necessary to be successful and we help them
break down the barriers they face. At the end of
each 30 day program they do a mock interview with
IWD to prepare themselves for their new career.

workplace
competence

resume /
application

barriers
mock
to
interview
employment
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IT'S TIME TO

PICK A
FOCUS

COMMUNITY IN CHANGE

"Very helpful to get
first-hand stories of
people with
experiences very
different from my
own."

"I learned much
about myself and
gained some
perspectives I was
lacking."
"Thank you so
much for this
opportunity and
the vulnerability
of the folks who
shared their
stories. They
stories were very
powerful."

HUMAN LIABILITYGENERATIONAL
MARGINALIZATION POVERTY

WHITE PRIVLEDGE
RACISM

CLASSISM
DESENSITIZATION

HUMAN ASSET

Become the
change you want
to see in your
community. Use
the sign-up form
above to receive
more information
on the
Community in
Change program
and how your
organization can
get involved.

2021 METRICS
73%
185

of participants in
the DCJ program
have not reentered the
corrections
system

Total individuals
involved in
Programs in 2021

152

80

Total individuals
attended RealTalk
both in house and
at DCJ

Partners in
Change
Participants in
2021

65

% of Participants are holding steady jobs.

63

Community in Change graduates

10

active DBQ county jail participants

4

Participants continuing in Post Partners in
Change

3

Participants have gained visitation rights with
their children.

GOALS & GROWTH

MEET OUR STAFF

Caprice Jones
Executive Director
& Founder

Sarah Coble
Operations Manager

Grant Grudzina
Program Associate

Emily Gruszczynski
Donor Development &
Marketing Manager

OUR SUPPORT
2021 Funding
Sources:

40%
12%
40%
12%

$2,022

TRANSFORMING SPONSORS $5,000+

MOTIVATING SPONSORS $2,500+

INSPIRING SPONSORS $1,000+

LOVING SPONSORS $500+

TRANSFORMING
THE FUTURE
HYBRID EVENT
We raised over

$80K! 13

WISH WITH US

$2,022
3 phases (6 months) of Partners
in Change Programming

$1,348
$674
$337

2 phases of Partners in Change

1 phase of Partners in Change

$84
1st week of Partners
in Change

Donate today!

Every contribution made to
the Fountain of Youth goes
directly back into our
programming efforts for
participants. Our strategy for
growth requires continued
additions to staffing as our
participant reach increases.
Our wish is to see a more
thriving community.
Join us in being a part of the
solution. We wish for a better
society. We advocate for
progress, equity, education,
opportunity, access,
accountability, growth,
community and love. We
appreciate the opportunity to
make a change.
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THE PROCESS

TODAY'S
CHANGE
CREATES
@fountainofyouthprogram
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

THANK YOU FOR
ALL THAT YOU DO
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OUR PARTNERS
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